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CA S E R E PORT

A rare cause of dyspnea: Primary large B cell lymphoma causes
giant cardiacmass
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Abstract

Cardiac lymphoma (CL) is a rare and life-threatening clinical condition. Most cases are

diagnosed late period. Although the definitive diagnosis is made by biopsy, a biopsy

could not be performed in most cardiac masses due to the high mortality rate and

therefore the exact incidence is not known. In this case report, we present a case of

giant CL filling both the pericardial area and right heart cavities and treated with sur-

gical resection in a previously healthy male patient who presented with symptoms of

heart failure.
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1 CASE REPORT

A 65-year-old healthy male patient presented with shortness of

breath. Physical examination revealed pretibial edema and ascites. The

patient’s blood pressure was 100/70 mmHg, heart rate was 120/min,

and O2 saturation was 92%. His ECG was consistent with sinus tachy-

cardia. The patient underwent transthoracic echocardiography (TTE).

Left ventricular ejection fraction was measured as 60% and a mass

filling most of the right atrium and right ventricle and pericardial effu-

sion were observed (Movie S1). Cardiac computed tomography (CT)

and cardiac magnetic resistance imaging (MRI) scan were planned for

the differential diagnosis of themass, and anticoagulant treatmentwas

started in case of thrombus and a blood culture was sent. CT and MRI

confirmed a giant mass invading right heart cavities and pericardium

(Figures 1 and 2).

Surgical treatment was planned for the patient whose blood cul-

tures were negative, since there was no reduction in mass size with

anticoagulation. The mass was removed by median sternotomy under

general anesthesia. Tumoral mass were excised from the right heart

cavities and pericardium (Figure 3). Pathological examination of the

mass revealed diffuse large B-cell lymphoma. After the surgery adju-

vant chemotherapy was planned. In the whole body scan, multiple

metastatic lymph node involvements in the upper lobe of the right

lung were detected and bone marrow aspiration revealed no tumoral

involvement. Chemotherapy was initiated and 1 month later after the

surgery patient underwent a TTE examination and no tumors were

observed in the right heart chambers and pericardium (Movie S2). The

patient was asymptomatic in the 3-month follow-up after surgery and

there was no evidence of recurrence.

2 DISCUSSION

Cardiac tumors are very rare compared to other cardiac diseases.

Although primary heart tumor is most commonly reported asmyxoma,

cardiac tumors are mostly metastatic.1–3 In cardiac tumors, the heart

cavity where the tumor is located and the relationship of the tumor

with the valves are themain determinants of the symptoms or findings

in the patient. Left atrial tumors such as myxoma may mimic mitral

stenosis and cause systemic embolism, while right atrium or right
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F IGURE 1 CT shows giant mass filling the atrium and ventricle (Coronal and axial plane)

F IGURE 2 MRI demonstrates giant mass invadingmyocardium
and pericardium (Coronal plane)

F IGURE 3 Mass excised from right atrium and ventricle

ventricular tumors may cause pulmonary embolism and right heart

failure. In patients with pericardial involvement, it may present with

pericarditis, pericardial effusion or tamponade. Finally, the tumor

affecting the conduction pathways can cause various heart blocks.4–6

There is no specific finding in the differential diagnosis of cardiac

tumors, and therefore advanced imagingmethods are often required.3

TTE is the first diagnosticmethod to be applied. TTE can provide useful

information about all heart chambers and pericardium.1 The localiza-

tion of the tumor, its relation to the valves, its size, and pericardial

involvement are well detected. However, TEE is often insufficient to

differentiate between tumor or vegetation or thrombus. In the differ-

ential diagnosis of cardiac tumors, multi-slice cardiac CT and cardiac

MRI offer better image quality than TTE and are preferred because

theybetter demonstrate the continuity of the anatomical structure and

its relationshipwith other organs. Especially since cardiacMRI has high

soft tissue resolution, it is themost usefulmethod in the differentiation

of tumors or thrombus.1,3,7

CL is rare among cardiac tumors. The right atrium was found to

be the most common site of invasion in lymphomas. It has been sug-

gested that the drainage of the lymphatic system into the inferior vena

cava and right atrium may be a factor that facilitates the invasion of

lymphatic cells into the right atrium and ventricle.2,5,8

Chen et al. diagnosed primary B-cell lymphoma in a patient who

presented with paroxysmal ventricular tachycardia and AV block and

suggested that lymphoma should be suspected in cases of masses in

more than one cardiac cavity.9 In our study, there was both a tumor in

the right heart cavities and an effusion in the pericardial area. How-

ever, in our case, the immune deficiency was not present as in their

case. In the case report ofAlimi et al., the diagnosis of pulmonary steno-

sis and cardiac lymphoma causing pericardial effusion was made by

pericardiocentesis at the age of 18.8 Similar to our case, the patient

presented with shortness of breath. Unlike both case reports, in our

case, the patient’s mass was surgically resected, and the patient’s

dyspnea improved significantly as a result of the procedure.

Surgical resection is recommended as the first treatment because

complications such as embolism or obstruction are common in car-

diac tumors.1 However, surgical resection is often not possible due

to increased comorbidity or diagnosis at an advanced stage. Adjuvant
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chemotherapy is often started after resection. However, its effect on

mortality is not clear.10

In conclusion, CL is a very rare clinical condition and clinicians

should be aware of this entity when multiple chamber involvement

was detected. Surgery is a key treatment protocol because it allows

pathological diagnosis and provides relief in symptoms.

INFORMED CONSENT

Written informed consent was obtained from the patient for the

publication of the case report and the accompanying images.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information can be found online in the Support-

ing Information section at the end of this article.
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